Since this journal has devoted a considerable number of articles to the ß Canis Majoris stars, its readers may be considered to be well informed about the present state of our knowledge concerning this small but interesting group of stars. A detailed description of either the intricate variations shown by these objects, or of the various hypotheses advanced to explain them is therefore out of place here. But perhaps we should nevertheless call briefly to mind a few definitions and facts in order to insure a better understanding of the arguments to follow.
contraction, if the pulsation hypothesis is adopted. Minimum brightness occurs at the opposite crossing (moment of maximum expansion on the same hypothesis).
2. Maximum line width occurs at the phase where the descending branch of the velocity curve corresponding to the P 2 variation crosses the y axis ; minimum line width occurs at the opposite crossing.
Every theory concerning the mechanism at work in the ß Canis Majoris stars is to be confronted with these facts. It moreover should provide an answer to the following questions (among others) :
1. Why are the two periods P ± and P 2 always so close to each other ?
2. Why are all the ß Canis Majoris stars of spectral type B ?
3. Why do they obey a period-luminosity and a period-spectrum law ?
Question 3 seems to indicate that the cause of the variations is to be sought in some kind of pulsation. Question 1 might then find an answer by postulating an interaction between pulsations in two different modes. In fact, the hypothesis of coupling between purely radial pulsations in the fundamental mode and in some higher mode, of period nearly half that of the fundamental, was introduced some twenty years ago by Miss Kluyver in an effort to explain the presence of two very similar periods shown by a number of RR Lyrae stars. 2 If a star suffers radial pulsations of frequency a in the fundamental mode, and pulsations of frequency v ^2o in some higher mode, then, by resonance, pulsations of frequency v-c ae a will be excited. The latter will combine with those of frequency a and thus produce beats.
But although the coupling hypothesis is able to explain in the most natural way the presence of two nearly equal periods in the same star, astronomers have remained rather unwilling to believe that coupling between purely radial pulsations really occurs in the ß Canis Majoris stars. The most important objection is that the two oscillations of the two periods so nearly equal should have about the same influence on the line profiles instead of having the strikingly different effects that are actually observed.
We feel, however, that this is not a valid argument against the coupling hypothesis. Let us assume that the line profiles are primarily shaped by the amount of macroturbulence (or convection)
in the stellar atmosphere. But changes in turbulence are caused by changes in temperature gradient. Now for a homogeneous stellar model, the radial oscillation in the fundamental mode has an amplitude that increases linearly with the distance from the center of the star, and the application of Lane's law shows that any contraction will cause an increase of the temperature gradient and hence of the turbulence, and that any expansion will have the opposite effect. With the "standard" or other models the linearity in the increase of amplitude with distance from the center is lost, but our conclusion about the increase of the temperature gradient and turbulence with growing contraction will not have to be changed drastically.
For radial oscillations with periods only slightly different from the fundamental, on the contrary, the amplitude increases very rapidly toward the surface of the star, as was shown by Ledoux. 3 When a star suffers such an oscillation, an outer layer will consequently suffer a stronger compression than the layer below it and hence it will heat up relatively more. Whether a contraction of the star will in this case cause an increase or a decrease of both the temperature gradient and turbulence, or will leave them about constant will thus depend upon how fast the amplitude increases toward the surface of the star.
The different effect upon the line widths of the two oscillations observed in a ß Canis Majoris star can therefore be satisfactorily accounted for by identifying the P 2 variation with the radial pulsation in the fundamental mode and the P ± variation with the radial pulsation excited by resonance.
This interpretation receives support from the observed ratios (Am/K) 1 and (km/K) 2 . For the same amplitude in the velocity variation, the oscillation induced by resonance affects the state of compression or of expansion of the outer visible layers of the star much more than does the fundamental oscillation. Consequently, the former would be more efficient than the latter in changing the effective temperature of these layers and hence the observed brightness. We would, therefore, expect to be larger than (Am/K) 2 . This is indeed shown to be the case by the three best observed stars : The values of Am and K used here were taken from Struve's summarizing article in these Publications. Further evidence that the broadening of the spectral lines is due to increased turbulence is given by the small differences that exist between the radial velocities derived from lines arising from different levels of excitation. These differences have been referred to by Struve as the van Hoof effect because the writer first discovered them in ß Canis Majoris 6 and in 16 Lacertae. 7 What these differences probably mean can be made clear by a consideration of If the broadening of the spectral lines, which is most pronounced along the descending branch of the velocity curve in the P 2 variation, is therefore really caused by an increase in turbulence, one must expect the descending branch of the corresponding velocity curve derived from a C m line to occur somewhat earlier than that from an O n line, which should itself occur earlier than those from lines of N n, C n, He i, and H. Also the y-velocity derived from the C in curve should be somewhat less than the one derived from the O n curve, etc.* While the differential measures * The differences in y-velocity found between the velocity curves from different elements in RR Lyrae and cepheid variables can be explained in the same way, at least qualitatively. in the figure. At the beginning, the rising elements are smaller in number and/or area, so that their velocity of ascent must be larger than the velocity of descent of the cooler elements ; after some time, however, both currents become of equal strength and velocity, and soon thereafter the situation is reversed, the rising current becoming now the stronger and slower, until the growing overcompression rather abruptly cuts the convection down and the spectral lines again become single. But not for long. As soon as the compression has decreased somewhat, strong convection starts again and proceeds in the same way as before except that its subsequent decrease is now caused by the growing expansion of the star.
As explained before, the hotter rising masses will-for equal areas-contribute more than the cooler falling ones to the formation of lines arising from higher excitation potentials, while the reverse will be true for those with lower e.p. Consequently, a ►n of the falling mass elements is represented by a x and a 2 , and that of the rising mass elements by b 1 and b
given intensity ratio between the shortward and the longward components of the spectral lines will occur systematically earlier for the lines arising from the higher excitation potentials and this will be the case after as well as before the single line stage around maximum compression ; thus, the van Hoof shifts will not change sign at maximum compression. This is exactly what Struve found for a Scorpii and 12 Lacertae, and which he rightly understood to be in disagreement with the expelled atmosphere hypothesis. 8 That the spectral types corresponding to the shortward and longward line components are practically equal is another wellobserved fact that follows quite naturally from our interpretation. Now a minority of the ß Canis Majoris stars present but one oscillation. How can these be understood ? Among them we find but one case in which P 2 alone is present. This is BW Vulpeculae, which has already been mentioned. As we consider the P 2 oscillation to be the fundamental one, it might seem sufficient to say that for some unknown reason the oscillation in the overtone, and hence also the resonance oscillation, has not been excited in this star. An alternative explanation might be that the overtone oscillation is actually present, but that its period is exactly equal to one-half of P 2 . In this case there will be no resonance and no beats but instead the velocity curve will show a secondary fluctuation. This interpretation is not unreasonable, for BW Vulpeculae is the only ß Canis Majoris star that has an asymmetric velocity curve, with a spurious secondary curvature on its rising branch (see Fig. 2 ). Table I . It can be seen that all of the stars with P x alone have small turbulent velocities, while those with P 2 have large or average turbulent velocities, so that with our interpretation of P l9 when single, we can say the following : The fundamental pulsation produces a noticeable variation of convection (variable broadening of the lines) only in those stars that would show permanent convection if they were at rest. If, in a star at rest, conditions are such that convection is absent and not ready to start, then the fundamental pulsation, especially if of moderate amplitude, will not start convection.
In 16 Lacertae, where the average turbulence is low, the 30 km/sec range of the fundamental pulsation succeeds only in producing a moderate change of the line widths, while in ß Canis Majoris, where the average turbulence is high, the 6 km/sec range of the fundamental pulsation is sufficient to change the line widths by as much as 50 percent.
An opportunity for a more direct test of our interpretation of the stars showing only the P ± oscillation will probably be provided by 0 Ophiuchi, a recently recognized member of the ß Canis Majoris family.
12 » 13 Its period places it at the bottom of Struve's list.
Extensive determinations of its radial velocity reveal the presence of two oscillations with ranges of 11 and 2 km/sec respectively. As soon as accurate photometric observations become available, it will be possible to tell, from the Am/K ratios, which oscillation is the fundamental. If it happens to be the one with the larger amplitude, our interpretation can be considered as confirmed, for the line widths appear to remain constant within the errors of observation. 
